3/11/93
Mrs. nary Ferrell
4406 Holland Ave.,
Dallas, TX 75219
Dear MarY,
While talking to me yesterday Gary Back suddenly laughed. I asked him why. He said
that from e he knew I am worried about you and from you he knows you arc: worried about
me! Well, I suppose that is how friends are.
While I can give you no guarantee, I am confident that iii-Harry's book is published it will not have the chapter on you he threatened.
He got the contract and advance based on the sale of his crappy books, without a
word about the new book. On paper, that is.
I do not recall the exact words he used but he told Mark Crouch, who told me, that
he is under some kind of warning groin his publisher. Who is just now reprifting my book
on the King assassination.
The firm's lawyer is a friend. When I sent him 143..rry's February letters to us he
showed or gave them to C G and told them they'd have to read anything Harry submitted
care.
rfs
withri them involved in one lawsuit already, t4roden's. They are not anxious to have
another one.
concern about Barry after those letters has been what; irrational as he is, he
might do when the whole fiction he has been fabricating, with some help, comes falling
in ruins abound him. And that I am so accessible to him and live in relative isolation.
You may remember how beautiful it is around our home. If you saw the quail and the pheasants
when you were here, the nearby boys killed all of them but the deer come up to the house
in daylight and in redent days, when I go out early for the newspapers, I've flushed
a possum, raccoons and skunks. The possum reminds us that soon the mall*dds will be back
for their nesting. But I've been on borrowed time too many years for Harry to cost me any
sleep and he hasn't. Afaer the Baltimore police complete whatever they will do I may
seek a peace bond or something like that.But believe me, I am not taking any time to worry
because I don't have enough time for what is important to me. .
I've completed the massive rough draft of a book that Dave Wrone, Wisconsin history
prof. friend, has been retyping on his computer. He said that historically it is unprecedented, his sword this past Sunday to a local history prof friend who was here when Dave
phoned. (I use a speakerphone because of my impaired hearing so it was like a conference
call.)Tho local prof., in recommending thit Hood College give us honorary degrees, said
of the less than half he'd read that it "should revolutionize thinking about the JFK
assassination:"I'm saying nothing in public pending college announcement of it but a week
Art,
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ago ilonday the president phone to tell us that the previous IScday the trustees had
"voted unanimously and enthusiastically" to give us these honorary degrees this coming
August, at convocation. And Iljay did includeal, which I think is just great!
I'm mailing the last chapterwith corrections back to Bak this morning:When he
makes the corrections I'll have to read it from the beginning, chiefly, beccause I can't
take time for real editing, to be certain there is no factual error and to eliminate
some of the duplication. The rough draft is more than 250,000 words, probably 5000100 or
more. It is a fairly encompassing overview that, as Wrone said, has impressive dlcumentation.
A.

I'd started 4e book Honorable Men, on the commission's counsel. We had a furnace
blowback. That deposited fine soot all over everything. The insudance company sent a
'

w of professional cleaners who took a couple of weeks to got the place clean. They
4
6-to have thrown out the box of documentation and trhfts for that book! There is

another, started more than two decades ago, to which I returned when I could after
sending WroWe the last chapter about do months ago. After I've teed this one, working
title Never kata!, I'll ralrn
that.
So, in days usually of about 13 hours, sometimes longer, I do t have time to worry
about Harry. Besides, I have it on good authority that I don't have to. The authority?
The FBI! Tipca representing it in my FOIA lawsuits used to tell dim Loser, when he said I
was not able to be present because of my health, "That old son-of-a-bitch ain't never
gonna died He's gonna live 46er to give us trouble."
There is no possibility that Harry will go down there and try to hurt you and I
think there is little posebility now that the book he indeates he is writing will be
published.
C 6: G's lawyer is an old friend. His sons are now grown and also are lawyers. When
they were little boys, about five or six, and I stayed with them when I was in New York,
and when they were abed, I'd tell them real animal stories to put them to sleep. We did
not discuss the two of Harry's February letters when I sent copies to him but they,
among other things, address malice, one of the reasons I'm anxious to have as complete a
file of them as possible. So, even if they feel they can claim we are public figures if
they think in terms of our suing them over Harry's supposedly coming book, 'IX we can
prove mAlice they kw they are lost. This is to say that even if Harry can claim to have
sjurces on the evil he would write about us, the real reason Mark Lane won Howard Hunt's
lawsuit about which he lied in Plausible 2gatel,that will do them no good at all because
, tt •
hunt did not
malice in what Marchetti wrote and Willis Carte published. This is why,
aft e'r getting those letters, Graf warned Harry, as Harry told Mark L rouoh, who told me.
And there is no proof of any kind for what, with some help down there, Harry has concocted
and convinced himself of.
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What I4m saying and what I believe is thatiseparate from the mqpilficent job
Peggy has done with the Baltimore police, I see little chance at all of anyone publishing what 'Larry has threatened you with.
Ho seems, as Hark Lane did in Executive Action,to have Bolen the inventions of
Farewell America. he chided me for not believing it and then outlined his version,
which involves your old law firm and H.L.Hunt. He has me, as he told me, involved in
his imagbned and vast conspiracy, because, he said, I helped Hunt. This appears to be
the corruption of the reality Paul Rothormel gave him.
What "help" did I give Hunt? Garrison told Ivon to give me a manuscript copy of
Farewell to g.',.ve to Rothermel. Rothermel paid my air fare from New Orleans. Be offered
to have me met at the airport and to have a hotel room for me but I needed neither and
acciOted neither. That was the time I went to Dallas with Matt Herron and
the British reporter. Filger's paper paid for the room I shlared with Matt
left before I did he gave me the car he'd rented to use until I left. The

John Pilger,
4
and when they
old man

appreciated it and remembered it. I c%uld and did walk in unannounced and he saw me
immediately. But he gave me nothing except his sick propaganda and I asked for nothing.
The actual "help" was when Paul asked me about right-wing extremists who sought
money fradVunt, so I could give him the information he needed to talk the old man out
of risking getting in trouble by giving those wild people any money. And there isn8t
anything else. Whatever Rothermel may have told him. But ought we not wonder why he is
feeding the obviously sick Harry such nonsense? And who else is in on it? Harry, who is
not rermowned for his honesty, told me that it was not Paul who gave him th,Lemo in
which Sue Fitch says I am some kind of Red. It has no FBI markings. And I cant think of
anyone else wh could have been the source of that nonsense.
Two weeks ago I learhed exactly how serious a problem you had when Back fell in the
backyard and couldn't get up. I tripped on the last cellar step and fell. I could not get
up although I wasn't hurt. Fortunately a student was here. She got me a chair and with
some difficulty I was able to getbup, using it to help push me up with. But you did get
Buck up, I did get up myself, and that is what counts!
D

on't worry, nary, because what Harry threatened you with is not going to happen now!

I'm sorry you've never seen the arclgive

Our love to you both,

I have and Rood will get. 60 file cabinets plus
innumerable boxes besides the 20 boxes and two file drawersA have given it already. The
vice president was here for other purposes, not including the honorary degrees, and when
she saw them and looked into them and saw how they are arranged it blew her mind.Most are
records I got via FOIA. And every file drawer is leballed with its contents, as is each
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